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Reading - Special: a journey in south England
28th August 2013
Topics: England, holiday
Learning points:
• vocabulary
• mixed grammar
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I have just come back from a holiday in England. Well, I came back on Monday. Before this journey, I hadn’t
been to England for about 18 months, so it was nice to visit my home country again. And, just like in Austria,
this summer has been an exceptional one in England – we heard the comment that “it almost feels like a
proper summer this year!” That use of ‘almost’ is typical for English: a slightly deprecating understatement.
The ‘slightly’ in that sentence is actually another example of understatment, this time using an adverb!
Returning to the weather (as the English often do), I was also told by a friend in Scotland that this summer
was the first time in five years that she had felt comfortable outside without a jacket on! So, we enjoyed
seeing England in the sunshine – in between the inevitable showers, of course.
I heard lots of English expressions that are not usually taught. For ‘hello’: “how ya doing?” or “what’s up?”
For ‘thank you: “cheers” and “ta”. Instead of ‘you’: “lovie” and “dear”. In a restaurant, “what can I get
you?” and “there you are”.
We treated ourselves to lots of English food – which, I must say, was
delicious, a real treat for me. Good English cheddar and stilton
cheese, cooked breakfasts, double cream, clotted cream, scones and
cream, cheesecake, spotted dick, real ales, ploughmans sandwiches, …
the food, particularly in the cafes and pubs, was really excellent. We
were even offered a complete vegetarian menu in one pub, which
was a first for us.

Our itinerary took us along the south coast to Dorset. We
stopped off to look at the old Roman town of Chichester with its
old cathedral – the only one in England with its original separate
bell tower still standing.
It was nice to see people sitting on the churchyard grass,
chatting and eating their lunches as if it was a park.
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The Dorset coastline is impressive and is famous for its geological features. We had to walk through the rain
for a bit, along with hundreds of other tourists – which seemed a typically British thing to be doing - and at
the end decided it was too cold to swim, although there were several other people braving the waters.
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Then we drove northwards to one of the prettiest parts of England, the Cotswolds. This is an area of slightly
higher hills which in the past was the centre of the sheep- and wool-industry. The houses are all built from
local stone and some date from the 16th Century, so the
villages are very quaint and attractive. We stayed in bedand-breakfasts everywhere we went, booking ahead
online just a day or two before. It was a very easy way to
travel, especially with our new navigation system for the
car. The only problem were the traffic jams, which
seemed to be everywhere. The M25 is called the largest
car park in Europe, and on some days this seemed to be
true.
We finished with a short trip into London, which was very busy with tourists. We enjoy walking along the
Embankment on the south bank of the Thames, but this time there were just too many people. So we headed
north through the lights and colours of Chinatown into Soho to find a restaurant… more than twice the price
of the restaurants outside London! Getting the tube back across the city to the newly-refurbished Kings Cross
station finished a typical London day and a pleasant trip around some of the highlights of England.

